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Abstract: Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is currently a global health threat. Many countries have issued their own
national action plans following the publication of the Global Action Plan on AMR by the World Health Organization.
The government of Japan established its own National Action Plan on AMR in 2016; however, Japan's AMR
countermeasures are still in the developmental stage. Recently, the AMR Clinical Reference Center (AMR CRC) in
Japan estimated the disease burden of AMR in the form of number of deaths attributed to blood-stream infections
caused by antimicrobial-resistant organisms. However, a more extensive and precise assessment is needed to
understand the disease burden of AMR more clearly and enable us to compare these indicators with those published by
other countries. Cassini and colleagues from the World Health Organization estimated the disease burden of AMR in
the European Union as disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) in 2018. Their study could be considered an important
milestone in terms of its thoroughness. If we hope to estimate the disease burden of AMR in a more precise manner,
age-stratified patient data is needed in conjunction with a surveillance report. At present, AMR CRC is attempting to
establish such data for examination at the national level – a challenging but worthwhile task.
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Introduction
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is currently one of
the greatest global health issues (1,2). The Japanese
government published the National Action Plan on
AMR in 2016 (3), following the publication of the
Global Action Plan by the World Health Organization
(WHO) (1). Subsequently, the AMR Clinical Reference
Center (AMR CRC) was established as the main hub of
AMR countermeasures in Japan in 2017 (4). As a part
of the National Action Plan, AMR CRC has conducted
epidemiological research related to this area.
Appropriate evaluation of the disease burden of
AMR is needed to prepare appropriate countermeasures.
The Japan Nosocomial Infections Surveillance (JANIS)
program, which is organized by the Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare, provides basic information on the
incidence and prevalence of nosocomial infections and
antimicrobial-resistant bacteria (5). The JANIS Clinical
Laboratory module collects all routine microbiological
test results from approximately 2,000 hospitals that
voluntarily participate in the surveillance and account for
a quarter of the total of approximately 8,000 hospitals
across Japan. However, the disease burden of AMR
is composed not only of the incidence of infections

and proportion of resistance but also of other clinical
and socioeconomic aspects. In this sense, surveillance
data from JANIS is not tied to the individual data that
have been collected to date and are thus insufficient
for estimating the precise disease burden of AMR. The
National Epidemiological Surveillance of Infectious
Diseases Program is also a national surveillance system
based on reporting from physicians and veterinarians
and includes information about AMR (6). However, its
main objective is to grasp the trends of the epidemiology
of infectious diseases in accordance with the Act on the
Prevention of Infectious Diseases and Medical Care; it is
not designed to analyze the AMR disease burden.
Tsuzuki and colleagues estimated the disease burden
of blood-stream infections (BSIs) caused by methicillinresistant S. aureus (MRSA) and fluoroquinolone-resistant
E. coli (FQREC) via number of deaths (7). However,
as they stated, number of deaths is not the best proxy
for the disease burden of AMR. Moreover, their results
included methodological limitations due to the difficulty
in correlating a surveillance report with individual
clinical/socioeconomic data. Further research is required
to estimate the total disease burden of AMR in Japan.
In this article, we will discuss how to overcome these
limitations and establish a robust and comprehensive
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evaluation framework for AMR disease burden, which
will enable us to understand its more precise societal
impact and provide a basis for comparison with other
countries.
Achievements in a previous study
There is room for discussion about what constitutes
an appropriate indicator for the assessment of the
comprehensive disease burden of AMR. Considering that
AMR is a global health threat not limited to developed
countries, disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) is one
promising candidate as a single indicator of disease
burden. In particular, the Global Disease Burden project
has made great progress in this area and therefore
supports health-care policy making (8,9). Cassini and
colleagues from the WHO estimated the disease burden
of AMR in European Union (EU) countries in the form
of DALYs in 2018 (10). If we can estimate the disease
burden of AMR in a similar way, it would constitute an
important step toward AMR countermeasures in Japan
because international comparisons will provide beneficial
insights.
The excellence of Cassini et al.'s work is shown
by their comprehensiveness in providing a complex of
multiple research projects. First, it should be noted that
the use of DALYs has been regarded as problematic
in terms of its application to infectious diseases (11).
Cassini et al. used DALYs values estimated by the
Burden of Communicable Diseases in Europe (BCoDE)
project (12), which was launched by the European Center
for Disease Prevention and Control in 2009. The BCoDE
project used a pathogen-based incidence approach to
generate estimates to fully consider all chronic and longterm sequelae related to causative organisms. Their
new methodology enabled them to deal with the risk of
underestimation to some extent.
Cassini et al. used extensive data from EU countries
and the European economic area (EEA) obtained from
the European Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance
Network (13), the latter of which has provided agestratified, country-specific data, thereby enabling users
to not only compare situations among EU/EEA countries
but also estimate the years of life lost (YLL) in a more
appropriate manner.
Cassini et al. also evaluated years lost due to
disability (YLD) in a detailed manner. Their evaluation
of YLD is based on another article published in 2018
based on the results of the BCoDE project (14). They
included not only disability attributed to infectious
diseases but also length of stay (LOS) in hospitals due to
infectious diseases in the context of YLD. For example,
they calculated disability from BSIs and multiplied
that by mean LOS of BSIs. By using this method, the
burden of AMR can be seen more clearly because LOS
attributed to infectious diseases caused by antimicrobial
resistant organisms tends to be longer. Additionally,

Colzani and colleagues developed a new freely available
toolkit for DALYs calculation in the BCoDE project
(15). This toolkit made their disease models openly
accessible to everyone, even from outside EU/EEA
countries.
Limitation of the current evidence from Japan
As mentioned above, AMR CRC published the first
evidence on the disease burden of AMR in Japan
last December (7). That work can be appreciated
because it provides indicators for Japanese healthcare
policy makers. Nevertheless, its limitations should be
considered and further evaluation is required to fully
understand the disease burden of AMR in Japan.
The limitations of our work can be observed more
clearly when we consider differences between our work
and that of Cassini et al.. Our work focused on the
number of deaths attributable to BSIs caused by MRSA
and FQREC. These two strains account for the largest
part of the disease burden of AMR and BSIs are the main
cause of death due to infectious diseases. Nevertheless,
this work does not explain the "total" disease burden of
AMR because it does not include diseases other than
BSIs, clinical outcomes other than death, and organisms
other than MRSA and FQREC.
In addition, we should take note that several
methodological challenges have not yet been resolved.
We estimated the number of deaths due to BSIs in a
similar way to Cassini et al.. We used the case fatality
ratio derived mainly from two domestic studies (16,17).
However, these studies are largely based on a cohort
of tertiary care hospitals; therefore, it is difficult to
reflect heterogeneity among different level facilities. In
Japan, it is generally difficult to find evidence on the
epidemiology of infectious diseases such as mortality
from BSIs. Furthermore, we could not find any data on
the prevalence of sequelae caused by infectious diseases,
LOS due to AMR, and so forth.
Future challenges
As explained above, evaluation of disease burden
brought about by AMR needs to be more precise and
comprehensive. However, there is a large gap between
our ideals and reality. We will have to bridge this
gap within the next few years. Many types of data
and evidence will be necessary to construct our own
framework for evaluating AMR disease burden. The list
of required data and evidence is as follows:
i) Age-, disease-, and organism-specific incidence,
mortality, and morbidity (e.g., incidence of MRSA
pneumonia in infants, mortality of FQREC BSIs in
elderly, etc.);
ii) Age-, disease-, and organism-specific LOS (LOS
of MRSA BSIs, etc.);
iii) Disability weight of infectious diseases
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Figure 1. A flowchart regarding the processes in which required data and evidence turn into indicators of disease burden.

(pneumonia, BSIs, etc.);
iv) Disability weight of sequelae due to infectious
diseases (cognitive impairment, physical impairment,
etc.).
A flowchart regarding the processes in which
required data and evidence turn into indicators of disease
burden is presented in Figure 1.
DALYs are represented as the sum of YLL and
YLD, so age-specific incidence and mortality data
are used to calculate YLL. One of the strengths of the
previous study by Cassini et al. is their elaborate review
process of mortality estimation (10). Ideally, we would
also combine results of multiple studies to reflect on
the uncertainty and heterogeneity of probabilities such
as mortality. The same can be said of morbidity when
estimating the burden of sequelae.
It is noteworthy that LOS in Japanese healthcare
facilities seems to be longer than that in other developed
countries. For example, Muramatsu and Liang reported
that the average LOS in Japan was 2.8 times longer
than that in the United States (18). Although the
recommended duration of treatment is usually defined
among infectious diseases, it is merely a guide and it is
possible that LOS in Japan is indeed longer than in other
countries; therefore, domestic data is desirable if we
hope to estimate more appropriate YLD.
Establishing our own value for disability weight is
desirable because quality of life will be different among
people in different situations even if they have the same
disease or disability (19-21).
At present, we are preparing for what must be done.
JANIS recently published age-specific AMR incidence
levels. AMC CRC established the AMR One Health
Platform, which offers age and specimen stratified
AMR data at the national level (22). The national receipt
database Open Data Japan (23) provides individual health
insurance claim data, which might enable exploration of
the prevalence of sequelae caused by infectious diseases.
Much work remains in terms of epidemiological

evidence. One of our aims is to encourage Japanese
clinicians and epidemiologists to conduct novel research
projects that reveal the actual mortality and LOS due to
AMR, and hopefully involve different levels of facilities
(primary, secondary, and tertiary).
Finally, we should not forget that Cassini et al.
are also halfway toward realizing a more precise,
comprehensive evaluation of AMR disease burden. For
instance, among their stated limitations, they neither
considered age-specific mortality when they calculated
YLL nor statistical methods in their review process of
previous studies (10). If we could include YLL calculated
by age-specific mortality and estimate mortality with
robust statistical methods, it would be invaluable for our
future research. In addition, the research group has not
yet attempted to estimate the economic impact of AMR.
Clearly, longer LOS and higher treatment costs due to
AMR may be considered as an economic burden on our
society. If we could conduct cost-effectiveness or costbenefit analysis of AMR at the national level, the results
would be of notable value for health policy decision
makers.
As described above, we currently face many
challenges on our way to realizing a more precise and
comprehensive evaluation of AMR disease burden.
Although they are difficult to deal with, it is worth
tackling them simultaneously because reliable indicators
of AMR are needed for health policy making in Japan.
We have already been putting forth more effort and
believe that we will overcome these challenges in the
near future.
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